
R-Motion Glider    15/.03v up to WL

Can be used instead of the R-Motion Glider C for wider and straighter 
canals if preferred by the dentist.

Schottlander Freephone 
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SAMPLE PACK 
WORTH £30 
Contains two instruments 
and one 3D-Training Tooth 

SHAPING FILE

R-Motion 
25

25/.06
up to WL

Final file for standard canals 
(most cases)

R-Motion 
Glider C

GLIDE PATH FILE

Recommended for 
narrow and/or more curved 
canals where more rigidity is 
required to reach the apex

15/.03v 
up to WL

s

RECIPROCATION
improving dentistry together

GLIDE 
PATH SHAPING

R-Motion 
25

+

R-Motion 
Glider C

ONE SEQUENCE TO 
FIT MOST CASES

30% 
DISCOUNT

Only £7.92 
per file

MINIMALLY INVASIVE - LESS REMOVAL  
OF SOUND DENTINE 
Unlike other reciprocating file systems that are variable in taper and so remove excessive coronal 
dentine, the improved design of R-Motion files allows all shaping files to be made with a constant 
taper. This minimises the removal of sound dentine while allowing a generous apical preparation 
for improved irrigation. 

SMOOTH  TO  USE 
Enjoy reciprocation technology that feels smooth and brings a total peace of mind. 

SIMPLE  +  COST  EFFECTIVE 
Thanks to the agile design a glide path and a single shaping Instrument is sufficient in most cases. 
Simplicity itself.  
Instruments to be used in reciprocating, counter clockwise, mode.

R-Motion 
Pack contains three  
instruments of a type.  
List Price £33.95 per pack. 
        
Offer Price £23.76  
per pack  
(£7.92 per file)

Instrument  

R-MOTION GLIDER C (15/.03v)

R-MOTION 25 (25/.06)

R-MOTION GLIDER (15/.03v)

R-MOTION 20 (20/.04)

R-MOTION 30 (30/.04)

R-MOTION 40 (40/.04)

R-MOTION 50 (50/.04)

21mm 25mm  31mm 
Code  Code  Code

- 937-71 -

936-13 936-53 936-93

- 937-51 -

- 936-03 -

935-14 935-54 935-94

935-16 935-56 935-96

935-18 935-58 935-98

OPTIONAL FILES FOR NARROW OR LARGE CANALS

R-Motion 30    30/.04 up to WL

Can be used instead of R-Motion 25 for a larger apical preparation 
and less coronal, dentine removal, if preferred by the dentist.

R-Motion 20    20/.04 up to WL

Intermediate file only required for narrow canals.  
Use before main shaping file if required.

R-Motion 40    40/.04 up to WL

For use only when needed in larger canals.
Use after main shaping file.

R-Motion 50    50/.04 up to WL

For use only when needed in larger canals.
Use after main shaping file.

Offer ends 30th June 2023.  
Price includes delivery but excludes VAT.




